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Abstract Classical secular theory can be a powerful
tool to describe the qualitative character of multi-planet
systems and offer insight into their histories. The eigen-
modes of the secular behavior, rather than current or-
bital elements, can help identify tidal effects, early planet-
planet scattering, and dynamical coupling among the
planets, for systems in which mean-motion resonances
do not play a role. Although tidal damping can result
in aligned major axes after all but one eigenmode have
damped away, such alignment may simply be fortuitous.
An example of this is 55 Cancri (orbital solution of Fis-
cher et al., 2008) where multiple eigenmodes remain un-
damped. Various solutions for 55 Cancri are compared,
showing differing dynamical groupings, with implica-
tions for the coupling of eccentricities and for the par-
titioning of damping among the planets. Solutions for
orbits that include expectations of past tidal evolution
with observational data, must take into account which
eigenmodes should be damped, rather than expecting
particular eccentricities to be near zero. Classical sec-
ular theory is only accurate for low eccentricity values,
but comparison with other results suggests that it can
yield useful qualitative descriptions of behavior even
for moderately large eccentricity values, and may have
advantages for revealing underlying physical processes
and, as large numbers of new systems are discovered, for
triage to identify where more comprehensive dynamical
studies should have priority.
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1 Introduction
The acceleration of discoveries of extrasolar systems is
providing a base of data for inferring the current prop-
erties as well as the histories of planetary systems. Un-
derstanding planetary systems in general provides the
essential context for our own solar system as well. A
system’s current dynamical state is the result of the ini-
tial planet formation, orbital evolution in the nebula,
close planet-planet encounters, and subsequent long-
term tidal evolution. Thus its orbital characteristics and
distributions provide a key to the systems’ origin and
evolution. An important step is to find ways to charac-
terize systems that shed light on their history.
An essential part of the initial discovery process
is determination of the current Keplerian orbital ele-
ments. However, mutual perturbations cause these el-
ements to change on timescales short compared with
the age of a system. Observers have long been well
aware of this issue, so numerical integration is typically
part of the orbit-fitting process because it helps rule
out ranges of masses and orbital elements that might
be consistent with observational data, but inconsistent
with long-term stability. Mutual interactions are en-
hanced by orbital resonances, which are thus especially
interesting from the point of view of dynamical theory.
However, even in systems with no resonances, secular
interactions can be important, and the nature of those
interactions can be a key to the history and properties
of these systems.
Keplerian orbital elements are constants of integra-
tion in the two-body problem, but they are not con-
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stant when multiple planets interact. In secular inter-
actions, planets exchange angular momentum, so eccen-
tricities and longitudes of pericenter vary periodically.
As long as eccentricities are not too large and no mean-
motion resonances are involved, the analytical solutions
of classical secular theory provide constants of integra-
tion that represent the system better than the Keple-
rian elements. While in principle numerical integrations
can represent the behavior more precisely, secular the-
ory provides a way to characterize, classify, interpret,
and compare the dynamical states of various systems.
The “character” of a system as used here refers to any
of a number of different qualitative behaviors revealed
by secular theory. The extent to which a system ex-
hibits certain characteristics defines what we mean by
its current dynamical state.
In this paper we demonstrate how this characteri-
zation using classical, second-order secular theory can
provide insight into the origin and evolution of the sys-
tem. We use several planetary systems to illustrate var-
ious points, generally selecting a particular orbital so-
lution (e.g. a published best-fit) to observations as an
example model for this purpose. In this sense we are fol-
lowing in the spirit of Wu & Goldreich (2002), who con-
sidered the unconfirmed (and ultimately not-existent)
HD 83433 system and Mardling (2007), who consid-
ered the HD 209458 system with an ad hoc extra outer
planet. Both of those studies used idealized systems
to demonstrate important aspects of secular behavior.
This paper too is not intended to be an exhaustive
study of the systems discussed here, so the range of
uncertainties in the planets’ orbits are not considered.
Similarly, many discovery papers on new planetary sys-
tems include discussions of the dynamical state of their
best-fit orbits. In those discussions, as here, a full in-
vestigation of all possible cases within the range of ob-
servational uncertainty is beyond their scope.
We consider several specific planetary systems and
types of behavior to demonstrate how the classical treat-
ment of secular theory can provide evidence for past
events and evolution. The key to the value of this ap-
proach is that classical secular theory can be described
by sets of straightforward linear differential equations,
so that the solutions are expressed as sums of eigen-
modes. The constants of integration that characterize
the system are the magnitudes and phases of these
eigenmodes, rather than Keplerian elements like the
eccentricities and pericenter longitudes. With under-
standing of these results, there is the potential to infer
significant aspects of the past evolution by inspection
of the values of these parameters.
One of the evolutionary processes that governs long-
term evolution is the effect of tides. In a single-planet
system, the planet’s energy and angular momentum
change, affecting the semi-major axis and eccentricity
values (for example, Jackson et al. 2008). The inclina-
tion is affected as well, but in this paper we consider
only systems in which all orbital and rotational axes
are (or can reasonably be assumed to be) aligned. In
multi-planet systems, secular interactions redistribute
angular momentum among the planets, so that the ef-
fect of tides is shared. Over the long term, the result
is not only a change in Keplerian elements, but also a
gradual qualitative change in the secular character of a
system.
Notably, tidal evolution can lead to an alignment
of the orientation of the major axes: In the presence
of secular interactions, any process (such as tides) that
tends to damp the eccentricity of one or more planets
will actually have the effect of damping all of the eigen-
modes, each at a different rate. Eventually, when only
the longest lived eigenmode remains, the major axes are
aligned, a distinctly recognizable orbital behavior that
is the hallmark of eccentricity damping. However, ma-
jor axes being locked in alignment does not necessarily
mean that only one eigenmode is dominant or that there
has been much eccentricity damping (Greenberg & Van
Laerhoven, 2011b). Moreover, although one might an-
ticipate that the eigenmode that dominates the behav-
ior of the damped planet is the eigenmode that damps
fastest, such is not necessarily the case.
The current secular character of a system might also
be indicative of planet-planet scattering. Suppose two
planets undergo a close encounter, resulting in large ec-
centricities (including the possible ejection of one from
the system as in the case described by Ford & Rasio
(2005)). Immediately after the event, the other planets
may retain the nearly circular orbits acquired during
their formation within a nebula. Then, the subsequent
secular interactions must result in periodic changes in
all the eccentricities, so that at any observational epoch,
all the Keplerian eccentricities may be substantial. How-
ever, because the secular interactions are periodic, the
dynamical behavior in such a case is characterized by
periodic returns to circular orbits, as discussed by Barnes
& Greenberg (2006a). This condition is readily identi-
fied by inspection of the magnitudes of the eigenmodes
for each planet. If a combination can sum to zero, it
means that eccentricities must periodically return to
zero. Thus the secular solution can identify candidate
systems that may have suffered a planet-planet scatter-
ing event, as discussed further in Sect. 3.1.
The degree to which planets share the effects of
the same eigenmodes can also be used to describe how
strongly coupled their behavior is, and thus can shed
light on (and help quantify) the closeness of packing of
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the planets, with important implications for the origin
and evolution of the system. The ability to quantify the
strength of the coupling is also useful for checking the
plausibility of observational orbit fits, as demonstrated
for the case of 55 Cancri in Sect. 3.
These and other examples of the insight that can
be derived from classical secular theory are discussed
below. The underlying theory is comprehensively de-
scribed in various textbooks (e.g. Brouwer & Clemence
1961, Murray and Dermott 2000Murray & Dermott (2000)),
and we review it briefly here (Sect. 2) to make the pre-
sentation complete, to establish our notation, and to
include the effect of eccentricity damping.
2 Secular Behavior
2.1 Classical Theory
Classical secular theory involves averaging the disturb-
ing force at a planet due to each other planet over the
planets’ orbital periods. Then the remaining disturbing
potential is used to calculate the changes in Keplerian
orbital elements over time. In effect, the gravitational
interactions are computed as if each planet’s mass is
smeared out along its Keplerian orbit with the portion
of the mass in any segment of this path determined
by how much time the planet would spend there in
unperturbed Keplerian motion. In truth, the disturb-
ing potential is expanded in a Fourier series, and those
terms are ignored that explicitly contain orbital longi-
tudes in the arguments of the sines or cosines (Brouwer
& Clemence 1961, Murray & Dermott 2000). Accord-
ingly, this approach would not be valid where any of
the planets are in mean-motion resonance.
Here we also assume that the orbits are co-planar
and that the eccentricities are small enough that terms
in the disturbing function higher than second order in
the eccentricities can be ignored. (See Mardling 2010
for a discussion of tidal evolution in non-coplanar sys-
tems.) It is also quite straightforward to include Gen-
eral Relativity, because its effect on orbital precession
has the same functional form as terms in the planetary
disturbing function.
The variation equations take on a simple linear form
if we replace the Keplerian elements eccentricity (e) and
longitude of pericenter ($) with the elements h and k:
kp = ep cos$p (1)
hp = ep sin$p (2)
where the subscript p is an integer denoting the planet,
in order from nearest to farthest from the star. hp and
kp are the Cartesian components of the eccentricity vec-
tor, whose magnitude is ep and direction is given by $p.
Expressing Lagrange’s equations for planetary pertur-
bations in terms of h and k yields the linear differential
equations:
k˙p = −
N∑
j=1
Apjhj (3)
h˙p =
N∑
j=1
Apjkj (4)
where N is the number of planets in the system and
the matrix A depends on the masses and semi-major
axes of the planets and the mass of the star as given,
for example, by Murray & Dermott (2000). Additional
precession effects due to General Relativity (included
in the calculations for this paper), oblateness of the
primary, etc., can be accommodated by incorporation
in A11, A22, etc.
As standard first-order linear differential equations,
the solution of Eqns. 3 and 4 is a sum of eigenmodes:
kp =
N∑
m=1
EmVmp cos(gmt+δm) =
N∑
m=1
emp cos(gmt+δm)(5)
hp =
N∑
m=1
EmVmp sin(gmt+δm) =
N∑
m=1
emp sin(gmt+δm)(6)
where Vm are the normalized eigenvectors (for a given
m, the sum of the squares of the N planets’ compo-
nents (Vmp) is unity) and gm are the corresponding
eigenfrequencies of the matrix A. Here we let the sub-
script m denote the eigenmodes in order of decreasing
gm. For a given eigenmode, the eigenvector components
Vmp describe how the amplitude of that mode is par-
titioned among the planets. The mode amplitudes Em
and phases δm are the constants of integration, while
the Keplerian elements vary with time. The constants
of integration are determined by using the known eccen-
tricities ep, and longitudes of pericenter $p (equivalent
to the known hp,kp values) at any given time (i.e. initial
conditions).
Inspection of Eqns. 6 and 5 shows that for each
planet the (hp,kp) vector (which we call the eccentricity
vector or e vector, with length ep and direction $p) is
the sum of N component vectors in (h,k) space, each
corresponding to a particular eigenmode and rotating
in (h,k) space at an angular velocity given by gm (Fig-
ure 1). Moreover, for a given eigenmode, the component
vector contributed to the planets are all either parallel
or anti-parallel, because they all point in the direction
gmt+ δm or gmt+ δm + pi. So, if only one of the eigen-
modes has non-negligible strength, all the planets’ di-
rections of pericenter would be aligned (if the signs of
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Vmp are the same) or anti-aligned (if the signs of Vmp
are opposite). Equivalently, we can say the planets’ ma-
jor axes (or lines of apsides) are aligned or anti-aligned.
Additional background on the basic geometry of secu-
lar behavior in orbital element space, e.g. how secular
behavior may yield libration or circulation about align-
ment or anti-alignment of major axes, may be found
in various references (e.g. Chapter 7 of Murray & Der-
mott 2000; Chiang & Murray 2002; Barnes & Greenberg
2006a,b; Greenberg & Van Laerhoven 2011b).
For each mode, the relative magnitudes of the com-
ponents Vmp describe how strongly that mode affects a
given planet compared with the other planets. And for
a given planet, the relative magnitudes of the product
EmVmp describes which modes dominate that planet.
These considerations can be used to determine how
strongly coupled the interactions may be among var-
ious subsets of the planets in a system, as discussed in
specific examples in the following sections.
Another useful point is that, like the matrix A, the
eigenvectors and eigenfrequencies depend only on the
masses and semi-major axes of planets in the system,
and the mass of the star. Thus some understanding of
the character of the system can be developed even if ob-
servations are insufficient to determine the eccentricity
values precisely.
2.2 Secular Behavior with Eccentricity Damping
Suppose some process (in addition to the gravitational
effects taken into account in the derivation of Eqns. 5
and 6) acts to damp the eccentricity of the inner planet
according to
de1
dt
= −Fe1 (7)
where F is positive and constant. Such eccentricity damp-
ing can be one effect of tidal dissipation (e.g. Goldre-
ich & Soter 1966, Yoder & Peale 1981, Jackson et al.
2008, Matsumura et al. 2010), although here we are
not considering other effects of tides such as changes
in the semi-major axis. Eccentricity damping can be
incorporated into the secular theory by adding a term
−Fh1 to dh1/dt and −Fk1 to dk1/dt in Eqns. 3 and
4, and therefore adding the term −Fi to A11 (where
i = (−1)1/2). The secular equations are still linear, so
solutions are still straightforward (e.g. Chiang & Mur-
ray 2002). However, the eigenvalues will now be com-
plex, which introduces an exponential decrease of each
of the mode strengths, Em, at a rate proportional to F .
The damping coefficients for the various eigenmodes de-
pend only on masses and semi major axes as they come
from the diagonalization of the matrix A. So, which
mode damps the fastest does not depend on the ex-
citation of the mode. Consequently, (dEm/dt)/Em is
constant with time in this solution.
Even if the damping process acts directly on only
one planet, the secular interactions redistribute angu-
lar momentum among the planets, so that eventually
all the eccentricities die away. However, each eigenmode
damps according to its own exponential timescale. Thus,
as a damping proceeds a stage is reached where only
the longest-lived eigenmode remains. This condition has
been called a “fixed point” solution or, in recognition
of the fact that eventually even the longest-lived eigen-
mode damps away, a “quasi-fixed point solution” (Wu
& Goldreich, 2002; Mardling, 2007; Batygin et al., 2009).
As long as the one longest-lived eigenmode remains,
this condition is characterized by aligned or anti-aligned
major axes. Before this condition is reached, but af-
ter the other eigenmodes have become smaller than the
long-lived mode, their contribution to the total solu-
tion of the behavior of the eccentricity vectors is so
small that it can only produce librations around the
alignment of major axes.
The various properties of the classical solution for
secular behavior reviewed in this section have impli-
cations for the interpretation of the characteristics of
observed extrasolar systems, as demonstrated by the
following examples.
3 Case Study Based on 55 Cancri
The 55 Cancri system consists of five known planets:
a “super-Earth” and four giant planets (Fischer et al.,
2008; Dawson & Fabrycky, 2010)). Like the terrestrial
planets in our own solar system, the relatively small
super-Earth is on an orbit interior to that of the gi-
ants. Unlike our solar system, the inner planet is close
enough to its host star that tides may play a role in the
planet’s orbital evolution. Table 1 shows the best fit to
the radial velocity data for 55 Cancri from the discovery
paper by Fischer et al. (2008). Here, to simplify nota-
tion, we refer to these planets by integer in order of in-
creasing semi-major axis rather than by letters in order
of discovery. More recent solutions by Dawson & Fab-
rycky (2010) take aliasing effects into account, yielding
a much smaller orbit for the innermost planet. This
shorter period has recently been confirmed by transit
observations by Winn et al. (2011) with the Microvari-
ability and Oscillations of STars (MOST) telescope and
Demory et al. (2011) with the Spitzer Space Telescope.
Here, we consider three different solutions for the
orbits in this system as examples to illustrate the value
of classical secular theory for describing the dynam-
ical character of a planetary system and identifying
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its implications. The three systems we consider below
are the best-fit from Fischer et al. (2008) and two of
the solutions presented by Dawson & Fabrycky (2010).
Note that in these solutions planets 2 and 3 are near
a 3:1 mean-motion resonance, which for our purposes
of demonstration can be ignored. In all of these solu-
tions several planets have strikingly similar longitudes
of pericenter ($), which can be the consequence of ec-
centricity damping as discussed in Sect. 2.2. Given that
the inner planet is close to its star, one might expect
tidal dissipation to have been responsible. However,
before accepting such a conclustion we must consider
the actual magnitude of each eigenmode and how each
eigenmode affects the eccentricities of the planets.
3.1 The First Orbit Solution
In the orbit fit by Fischer et al. (2008) (our Table 1), the
super-Earth and three giant planets all lie within 1 AU,
while the outermost, and much more massive, planet is
at about six times that distance; the fourth planet in
the system has a nearly circular orbit; and the major
axes of planets 1, 2, and 5 are currently nearly aligned,
that is they have nearly equal $ values.
The eigenmodes derived from the masses and semi-
major axis values according to the theory in Sect. 2.1
are shown in Table 2. The damping rate for each eigen-
mode is also shown (as a fraction of F ) in Table 2,
according to the partitioning of the damping F given
by the theory of Sect. 2.2. The actual magnitude (Em)
and phase (δm) of each eigenmode is computed from
the current e and $ values. From those results, Fig-
ure 2 shows the current eccentricity vectors for planets
1 through 5, each as a vector sum of its 5 eigenmode
components. Remember, for each eigenmode, the cor-
responding vector component circulates at the rate gm
given in Table 2.
The alignment of the current e vectors for planets
1, 2, and 5 is evident in Figure 2. However, we note
that planet 1’s e vector is dominated by the 1st eigen-
mode and planet 5’s e vector is dominated by the 5th
eigenmode. For planet 2, the e vector is predominantly
composed of components from eigenmodes 2 and 3. Be-
cause the vector components for each eigenmode rotate
at a different rate (gm) from the other eigenmodes, the
current alignment of these three orbits appears to be a
coincidence (if not an observational artifact).
The alignment is not the result of damping to a
quasi-fixed point. As discussed in Sect. 2.2, if the align-
ment had been due to eccentricity damping, all but the
longest-lived eigenmode would have already damped
out. Clearly this is not the case. In fact, the mode that
should damp fastest (mode 1 as shown in Table 2) is ac-
tually the strongest in the sense of having the greatest
amplitude Em in this system. These arguments show
how secular theory can help determine whether or not
a system may have experienced tidal evolution.
Another feature of this system is also revealed by
consideration of how strongly each planet is affected
by each eigenmode. From Table 2 and Figure 2, one
can see which planets are controlled by which modes.
Specifically: planet 1 is most strongly affected by mode
1, with some contributions by modes 2 and 3; planet 2
is controlled by modes 2 and 3; planet 3 is dominated
by mode 2, with an appreciable contribution from mode
3; planet 4 is controlled by modes 4 and 5, with a small
contribution from mode 3; and planet 5 is strongly dom-
inated by mode 5. Thus, the eigenmodes that affect the
inner three planets do not strongly affect the outer two
planets and vice versa.
In other words, there are two distinct dynamical
groups in the system. In physical terms, the inner three
planets exchange angular momentum among themselves,
but do not share very much with the outer two plan-
ets. Similarly the outer two planets exchange angular
momentum predominantly between themselves. In gen-
eral, the grouping of planets into subsets that share
dominant eigenmodes is diagnostic of groups that ex-
change angular momentum among themselves due to
mutual perturbations. An extreme case would be a sys-
tem with negligible exchanges of angular momentum,
in which case each planet would be controlled by only
one eigenmode, and each eigenmode is associated with
the behavior of only that one planet.
The dynamical grouping in this system is not what
one might have anticipated based on the planets’ semi-
major axes alone. Because the orbit of planet 5 is much
larger than that of any of the others, one might have
thought that the inner four planets would be grouped
together and the outermost planet would be on its own.
But secular theory shows that the dynamical grouping
is quite different. This result demonstrates the value of
secular theory for helping to characterize the degree of
dynamical packing of any system (as long as there are
no mean-motion resonances involved).
Additional insight into the two dynamical groups in
this system can be gained by further considering the
structure of the eigenvectors. For the inner three plan-
ets, we see from Table 2 that the second and third eigen-
modes have significant values for all of the inner three
planets, corresponding to the strong dynamical group-
ing. However, the first mode is quite concentrated in
planet 1. Thus mode 1 provides an additional contri-
bution to planet 1’s eccentricity vector, but the link to
the other members of this group is only through modes
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2 and 3, reflecting the fact that planet 1 is too small
to affect the other planets significantly. Accordingly,
the damping rate for mode 1 is 0.996F (from Table 2)
nearly as fast as the direct damping F (as defined in
Eqn. 7) of the eccentricity of planet 1, while the other
modes damp far more slowly.
In the outer group, the coupling is primarily through
the shared eigenmode 5, which is predominantly asso-
ciated with the outer planet. Mode 5 reflects the effect
of planet 5 on planet 4. Mode 4 is essentially only as-
sociated with planet 4; the two outer planets are not
significantly coupled in this mode, reflecting the small
mass of planet 4 and its lack of influence on Planet 5.
One other characteristic of the secular behavior (as-
suming the small value of e4 in this orbit fit was correct)
is that the initial conditions of the system (which set up
the Em values) were apparently such that planet 4 peri-
odically returns to a circular orbit. One way to explain
this type of behavior is for planet-planet scattering to
have occurred early in the system’s history (e.g. Ford &
Rasio 2005; Malhotra 2002; Barnes & Greenberg 2007),
an event that set the the initial conditions for the subse-
quent secular interactions. If planet 4 were not affected
by such interactions and remained on an initially cir-
cular orbit, while the other planets were stirred up by
a scattering event, then the periodic secular behavior
would have to be such that planet 4 periodically re-
turns to a circular orbit. This type of on-going secu-
lar behavior could be suggestive of a long-ago epoch of
planet-planet scattering. However, in this case, the sce-
nario would have required simultaneous scattering of
the inner planets (1, 2, and 3) and the outer one (5)
but not planet 4, which seems improbable.
3.2 Second Orbit Solution: Best Fit with Aliasing
Corrections
Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) reconsidered the orbit solu-
tion based on data from Fischer et al. (2008) and more
recent observations, taking aliasing effects into consid-
eration. Their best-fit orbital solution (our Table 3),
differs from that of Fischer et al. in several ways: the
innermost planet is on an orbit much closer to its star;
e4 is much larger; and four of the planets’ major axes
are currently nearly aligned. Our secular analysis yields
the eigenmodes for this solution as shown in Table 4.
Figure 3 shows each of the planets’ e vectors as a vector
sum of the contributions from the five eigenmodes (c.f.
Figure 2).
In this system, planets 1, 2, 4, and 5 are all con-
trolled by different eigenmodes. So the current align-
ment of major axes is fortuitous, depending on the
epoch of observations, as it was for the Fischer et al.
(2008) orbits. Also, the eigenmode whose eigenvector
is most closely associated with the inner planet (here
called mode 2) should damp fastest, yet it has a sub-
stantial Em, indicating minimal eccentricity damping
(just as for the solution by Fischer et al. 2008). Fur-
thermore, the small current amplitudes of eigenmodes
1 and 3 cannot be due to eccentricity damping, because
the timescales for their damping are ∼ 104 times as long
as for the undamped mode 2. So the fact that modes
1 and 3 are not very excited is accidental (i.e. depen-
dent on initial conditions). We emphasize that these
conclusions apply only to the model system described
by Dawson and Fabrycky’s best-fit case.
Inspection of the eigenvectors and their amplitudes
reveals similar dynamical groups in Dawson and Fab-
rycky’s best fit to those found for Fischer et al.’s so-
lution. However there are some key differences. First,
planet 1 is not nearly as strongly coupled to the other
inner planets. In the eigenvectors Vmp derived from the
Fischer et al. orbits the modes that dominated planets
2 and 3 (modes 2 and 3 in Table 1) also had significant
effects on the innermost planet. In contrast, the equiv-
alent modes derived from Dawson and Fabrycky’s best
fit (modes 1 and 3 in Table 3) barely affect planet 1.
This difference reflects the innermost planet’s smaller
semi-major axis and a consequent relative decoupling
from the other planets. (Note, too, that given our con-
vention for ordering the modes, the smaller semi-major
axis caused a change in the numbering.)
Another difference is that the 4th eigenmode plays a
much greater role in the inner planets’ eccentricities in
the solution by Dawson and Fabrycky, despite the fact
that the normalized eigenvector V4p is nearly the same
in both solutions. It has a much greater magnitude (E4
is ∼150 times larger) following from the larger value
of e4 and thus both planets 2 and 3 receive noticeable
contributions from the 4th eigenmode.
This result demonstrates that two factors influence
what constitutes a dynamical grouping of planets: (1)
the distribution of Vmp values for one or more modes
affecting those planets and (2) the magnitude of the
eigenmodes, as both Vmp and Em affect the degree to
which various planets are exchanging angular momen-
tum.
3.3 Third Orbit Solution: e1 Set to Zero
Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) also derived an orbital fit
for 55 Cancri in which planet 1’s eccentricity was held
to zero (Table 5). This constraint was motivated by the
idea that the eccentricity should have been damped by
tides, given the proximity to the star and reasonable
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assumptions about tidal parameters. In fact, the expo-
nential damping timescale (1/F ) for the inner planet is
very short. Assuming tidal parameters Qp = 500 and
Q∗ = 3 × 105, and a radius of 2REarth (Winn et al.,
2011), with conventional formulae for tidal damping
(e.g. Jackson et al. (2008)Jackson et al. (2008)) yields
1/F = 50,000 years, so substantial damping is to be ex-
pected. (In this case, the accompanying change in semi-
major axis would not affect the eccentricity-damping
timescale.) Thus, it is certainly appropriate to seek an
orbital fit that, unlike the “best-fit” solution, is consis-
tent with tidal damping.
Dawson and Fabrycky’s solution with the inner planet
constrained to a circular orbit fit the data nearly as well
as their best fit, according to the chi-squared criterion.
However, Dawson and Fabrycky expressed skepticism
about this solution, realizing that that the influence of
other planets in the system could pump up planet 1’s
eccentricity, in which case a low eccentricity would be
short lived and therefore improbable.
Analysis of this system with secular theory (Table
6 and Figure 4) quantifies that problem. It also demon-
strates other reasons to reject this solution, and sug-
gests a better approach to finding orbital fits consistent
with the likelihood of past tidal evolution. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the concern raised by Dawson and Fabrycky
about their solution: Even though the current e1 is con-
strained to zero, it is the sum of vectors that rotate
in (h,k) space, and thus would increase periodically to
values as large as 0.01. Table 6 shows that the eigen-
vectors and eigenfrequencies are very similar to those
from Dawson and Fabrycky’s best fit (Table 4).
The only significant difference is found in the eigen-
mode amplitudes. Most significantly, the magnitude E2
of mode 2 is much less than in the best-fit solution, be-
cause this mode is almost exclusively associated with
the inner planet, whose eccentricity is now constrained
to zero. Indeed, according to Table 6, the damping
timescale for mode 2 should be almost identical to 1/F ,
so the fact that its amplitude (0.0048) is much smaller
than it was in the best-fit solution (0.17) is an improve-
ment. However this amplitude is still too large to be
consistent with tidal damping, because it should have
decreased below 0.0048 in < 105yr, that is only 5 times
the short timescale 1/F . Similarly, the amplitudes of
modes 1 and 3 are too large to be consistent with the
tidal damping of the inner planet. These two modes
should damp on timescales 104 times longer than 1/F ,
which is still an order of magnitude shorter than the age
of the system. Hence the current substantial amplitudes
of these modes are inconsistent with tidal damping.
In systems like those derived in Dawson and Fab-
rycky’s solutions, tidal damping of the inner planet
would have quickly eliminated mode 2, then 10,000 times
more slowly eliminated modes 1 and 3, while modes 4
and 5 would remain long-lived.
The secular analysis thus suggests a more meaning-
ful way to account for tidal evolution in solutions for or-
bital parameters from observations of extrasolar multi-
planet systems. Rather than constrain the damped planet’s
orbit to circular, one should look for solutions where the
current amplitudes of the faster damping modes (those
that are expected to have damped away over the age of
the system) are near zero. This constraint will, of ne-
cessity, require additional iterative searches for viable
current orbits, but the resulting solutions will not be
inconsistent with tidal evolution.
For densely packed systems, another consideration
that may be used to constrain a planetary system’s ar-
chitecture as well as its tidal evolution is the effect of
tidal damping on orbital stability. As the amplitudes
of the secular modes vary, they may affect the stability
of this system. Application of these considerations has
been pioneered by Lovis et al. (2011)Lovis et al. (2011)
in the context of the HD 10180 system, for which there
is some evidence of as many as seven planets.
4 Discussion
As shown in this paper, classical secular theory is a
useful tool that yields descriptive parameters for char-
acterizing planetary systems in ways that can elucidate
current dynamical interactions as well as illuminate and
constrain the history of a given system. The method
has its limitations of course. As noted above, numeri-
cal integrations can yield far more precise ephemerides,
given current orbits. On the other hand, where observa-
tions are limited, the precision of secular theory could
be adequate if commensurate with uncertainties in the
observed orbits. The classical theory considered here
is also limited by the assumption that there are no
significant mean-motion resonances involved. This con-
straint will limit its applicability in considerations of
long-term evolution, during which any system may well
pass through resonant conditions.
Another limitation is that classical theory as dis-
cussed here ignores all terms in the mutual disturbing
functions higher than second order in the eccentrici-
ties. This limitation is significant because many extra-
solar planets have large eccentricities, some approach-
ing unity. For eccentricities greater than ∼0.4, qualita-
tively different modes of behavior can come into play
(e.g. Mitchenko & Malhotra 2004).
On the other hand, classical secular theory can pro-
vide surprisingly good qualitative descriptions of the
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character of the actual behavior for eccentricities up to
∼0.4. For example, the behavior of the hypothetical sys-
tem studied by Mardling (2007), as well as its evolution
when one orbits eccentricity is damped, fits what would
be expected from classical theory (see Section 4.2 be-
low). Thus, if the objective is a physical understanding
of the processes that govern the planetary interactions
and evolution, the classical method has some advan-
tages, as long as its limitations are also borne in mind.
Some of the ways that this approach can be valuable
are summarized below.
4.1 Dynamical Groups
In each of the examples discussed here, inspection of
the relative role of each eigenmode in the behavior of
each planet helps characterize how closely the planets
are dynamically linked. At one extreme, if each eigen-
vector had a significant component for only one planet,
the planets would be in effect dynamically isolated, the
opposite extreme from a “packed” planetary system
(Barnes & Quinn, 2004; Barnes & Raymond, 2004; Ray-
mond & Barnes, 2005; Raymond et al., 2006; Barnes &
Greenberg, 2006b)). The dynamical groups that can be
inferred from the sharing of eigenmodes represent the
pathways through which planets can exchange angu-
lar momentum. They are an indication of the degree of
planet-planet interaction, and hence of the denseness of
planetary packing.
Strongly coupled groups imply highly packed sys-
tems, and vice versa. Where a system divides into sep-
arate groups of planets only linked among themselves,
there is a dynamical gap with possible implications about
the completeness of either planet formation or detec-
tion. The fact that most planets considered here are
secularly coupled supports the notion that planets tend
to form in fairly compact configurations.
Nevertheless, we have seen that subsets of planets
often be dynamically isolated from others. One example
was the system described by Fischer et al.’s (2008)Fis-
cher et al. (2008) solution for 55 Cancri which divided
into two groups: the inner three planets and the outer
two planets. In contrast, the solutions for the same sys-
tem by Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) has the inner planet
relatively uncoupled from the rest.
Interestingly, the fact that a set of planets are dy-
namically linked through a common eigenmode does
not necessarily mean that they exchange angular mo-
mentum. To exchange angular momentum, the eccen-
tricities of those planets must involve more than one
eigenmode so that the contributions from the modes
can periodically add constructively and destructively.
For a set of planets whose eccentricities are governed by
only one eigenmode (i.e. where the other modes have
zero amplitudes), all the eccentricity values would be
fixed and there would be no exchange of angular mo-
mentum.
4.2 Effects of Eccentricity Damping
If any process acts directly to damp the eccentricity
of one planet, secular coupling with the other planets
will distribute its effects. Thus the magnitudes of all of
the eigenmodes of the system will decrease, indirectly
damping the eccentricities of all the planets. How fast
each eigenmode damps reflects how concentrated (or
not) the eigenvector is in the directly affected planet.
The damping process that has recieved the most at-
tention is tidal dissipation, which acts most strongly
on the inner planet in most systems. Tides also affect
semi-major axes, which in turn can have an effect on
the rates of damping of the various components of each
eigenvector, as first shown by Wu & Goldreich (2002)
for a special case with only one non-zero eigenmode
amplitude, and more generally by Greenberg & Van
Learhoven (2011a).
Here though we have only considered the effect of
eccentricity damping on the inner planet, and shown
how the modification of secular interactions can result
in indirect damping of all the orbits. The sequential
damping of the eigenmodes of the classical secular the-
ory can be surprisingly accurate even when eccentric-
ities might seem to be outside the expected range of
validity of the small-eccentricity approximation.
An example of classical secular theory working at
moderate eccentricities and of how the influence of tides
manifests is found in comparing with Mardling (2007)
in which she develops a secular model that allows for
large ecentricities as well as tidal evolution. This theory
does have some significant restrictions: It applies only
to a system of two planets; The ratio of semimajor axes
(inner/outer) must be small; The solution is in a form
that requires numerical integration with an artificially
low Q value. Nevertheless, this approach extends secu-
lar theory to conditions of large eccentricity where the
classical theory would be quantitatively unreliable.
Mardling applied the theory to a hypothetical sys-
tem of two planets with fairly large e values (0.1 and
0.4) and described an evolutionary sequence that went
through three stages, illustrated in Mardling’s Figures
3 and 4: First, the pericenter longitudes circulate rel-
ative to one another; then the system transitions to a
stage at which the pericenter longitudes librate relative
to one another with a gradual decrease in the ampli-
tude; Finally, after the libration has damped down, the
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pericenters are locked in alignment and the eccentric-
ities’ values are locked in a fixed ratio as their values
gradually decrease (i.e. the quasi-fixed-point state).
Given that one planet starts with e=0.4 in this sys-
tem, the classical theory cannot be expected to give a
quantitatively precise description of this behavior. How-
ever, we can explore the limits of its validity, by com-
paring its description of this system (Figure 5) with the
more precise solution by Mardling. The behavior shown
in Figure 5 is very similar to that found by Mardling in
the initial phase of the evolution. Our classical theory
shows that mode 1 damps 103 times faster than mode
2. The decrease of the mode 1 components (e11 and e12
in Figure 5) then reproduces remarkably accurately the
behavior described by Mardling, with the transition to
libration after e11 becomes smaller than e21, and then
transition to the quasi-fixed point after mode 1 has ef-
fectively died away.
Thus, while Mardling’s method provides a more pre-
cise result for this system, the classical approach pro-
vides a surprisingly good description of the behavior,
and complements it in several ways. Besides applying
to cases where Mardling’s restrictions may not be valid,
it offers a more straightforward physical interpretation:
The three-stage process described by Mardling reduces
to simply the gradual damping of one of the eigen-
modes.
A system that has undergone considerable direct
damping of one (or more) planet’s eccentricity will even-
tually have only one remaining non-zero eigenmode am-
plitude, in which case there is an alignment of ma-
jor axes (the quasi-fixed-point condition). However, an
alignment of major axes does not necessarily imply that
damping has taken place. We have seen that solutions
for 55 Cancri (e.g. Section 3.1 and 3.2) show some cur-
rently aligned orbits, but these are simply fortuitous
alignments of the dominant eigenmodes for those plan-
ets at the present time. As the eccentricity vectors cir-
culate over secular timescales, these temporary config-
urations would vanish. Another example is the µ Arae
system described by Pepe et al. (2007), in which major
axes are currently aligned. Even in systems where the
eigenvectors are such that alignments among some of
the orbits endure over secular timescales, this may not
be evidence for past damping. For example, in the 61
Virginis system an alignment had been interpreted as
an indication of tidal evolution Vogt et al. (2010a), but
secular analysis by Greenberg & Van Laerhoven (2011b)
shows that all of the eigenmodes still retain substan-
tial magnitudes so any damping has been minimal. As
discussed by Greenberg & Van Laerhoven (2011b), for
61 Virginis there may even be a propensity toward
alignment due to the particular semi-major axis values
and masses in the system. Alternative explanations for
the fact that so many extra-solar planetary orbits are
aligned may be that there is some as yet unidentified
tendency of the orbit-fitting process to introduce such
apparent alignments as a systematic error, or that, for
systems with lasting (not fortuitious) alignment, this
may help stabilize a system by minimizing close ap-
proaches.
While the quasi-fixed-point solution is the expected
final stage of the damping process, this may not al-
ways be the case. There is no reason why the damping
rates of the longest lived eigenmodes are necessarily
very different. In some systems, two or more eigenmodes
may damp out on similar timescales, such that there is
no single longest-lived mode. In that case, there would
never be a quasi-fixed-state (i.e. aligned axes) condition
since these eigenmodes will die out together rather than
in sequence. Also, if one or more of the outer planets
are only weakly coupled to the inner planet then there
may be several modes which would not damp apprecia-
bly even on timescales as long as the age of the universe
or longer. For example, in the 55 Cancri system the 4th
and 5th eigenmodes damp much much slower than the
other modes and will both therefore persist long term.
4.3 Variation of Eccentricities due to Secular
Interaction
Secular theory can help determine whether an eccen-
tricity that is determined (or assumed) to be small will
stay that way over secular timescales. In Dawson &
Fabrycky (2010) orbit-fit solution for 55 Cancri with
e1 held at zero (Sect. 3.3), secular theory allows us to
quantify the periodic increase in e1’s value. We found
that the increase was small, so the assumption of small
e1 was reasonably self-consistent. However, because the
circular-orbit constraint was motivated by the expecta-
tion that the inner planet would have undergone consid-
erable direct damping, a better approach to such a case
in the future will be to find a fit in which the shorter-
lived eigenmodes have damped away. Such a solution
would require new techniques, perhaps an iterative pro-
cess, but would provide a more well-founded constraint
on an orbital fit to account for the likelihood of past
eccentricity damping in a system with such a close-in
planet.
Another interesting example is the system around
Gliese 581 (Bonfils et al., 2005; Udry et al., 2007; Vogt
et al., 2010b). Vogt et al. (2010b) reported that the sys-
tem appeared to contain one planet (g) within the star’s
habitable zone (as conventionally defined by the poten-
tial for liquid water on a planet’s surface). While Vogt
et al. deemed gleaning eccentricities from the data too
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uncertain, Anglada-Escude et al. (2011) showed that if
planet g exists, then its outer neighbor, d, likely has
an eccentricity ∼0.1. Our analysis of the eigenvectors,
based on classical secular theory, shows that if ed ∼ 0.1
then eg must also periodically get approximately as
large. That is, if planet g exists, the variation in in-
solation over each orbit brings into question its habit-
ability, even though its semi-major axis places it inside
the habitable zone. The system of Vogt et al. has more
recently been called into question by Tuomi (2011) and
Greggory (2011), but the example nevertheless illus-
trates another way that classical secular theory can be
useful.
The examples demonstrate the value of applying
classical secular theory to assess the variability of ec-
centricities under perturbations by other planets. Even
under circumstances where classical secular theory is
not precise (e.g. at high eccentricities), it can provide
a basis for identifying systems worthy of further exam-
ination by more precise methods.
4.4 Planet-planet Scattering
For two planet systems, classical secular theory has
also provided a way to identify the signature of planet-
planet scattering that likely has occurred early in the
history of planetary systems, and which may play a ma-
jor role in setting up their current architecture (Rasio
& Ford, 1996). (Barnes & Greenberg, 2006a) (see also
Barnes & Quinn 2004) showed that the type of scenario
demonstrated by Ford & Rasio (2005) produces systems
whose secular behavior lies near a boundary between li-
bration and circulation, or more generally where one or
more planets periodically return to near-circular orbits.
Such systems are very common (Barnes & Greenberg,
2006c, 2007), so classical secular theory provides a use-
ful tool for identifying candidate systems that may have
been influenced by this crucial process.
This type of behavior is not necessarily the signa-
ture of planet-planet scattering in all cases however.
Recall for example the 4th planet in the 55 Cnc sys-
tem as described by Fischer et al. (2008) (Sect. 3.1).
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, it appears difficult to arrange
a planet-planet scattering event that leaves only one
planet in the middle of the planetary system to ex-
hibit periodic returns to a circular orbit. Because of
such complications, such secular behavior in systems of
three or more planets could be used as a way to screen
for systems that might have undergone planet-planet
scattering, but it could not be considered a definitive
signature of such an event.
5 Conclusion
We conclude that classical secular theory is a power-
ful tool for interpreting the observed dynamical state
of a planetary system. Numerical integration is a much
more precise way to simulate the on-going behavior of
a system, but each integration represents in a sense an
anecdotal case. Analytical theory provides a qualitative
characterization and classification that allows interpre-
tation and yields implications for the formation and
history of these systems. Classical secular theory thus
provides a valuable complement to other approaches to
understanding the dynamics of planetary systems.
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Table 1 The orbits of the planets in 55 Cancri as determined by Fischer et al. 2008Fischer et al. (2008), their Table 4.
Planet M sin(i) (MJ ) a (AU) e $(o)
1 (e) 0.0241 0.038 0.2637 156.5
2 (b) 0.8358 0.115 0.0159 164.0
3 (c) 0.1691 0.241 0.0530 57.4
4 (f) 0.1444 0.785 0.0002 205.6
5 (d) 3.9231 5.901 0.0633 156.6
Table 2 Values pertaining to the eigenmodes of the 55 Cancri system using the orbits found in Table 1 above, Fischer et
al.’s (2008)Fischer et al. (2008) best fit. The eigenvectors (Vmp), eigenfrequencies (gm), and damping rates are all determined
using only the masses and semi-major axes of the planets. The ”damping rate” is that due to eccentricity damping and is
given in terms of F , the direct damping as defined in Eqn. 7. The amplitudes of the eigenmodes (Em) are determined using
the current eccentricities and longitudes of pericenter ($).
Mode
Vmp
gm(o/yr)
1
Em
dEm
dt
EmPlanet
1 (e) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (f) 5 (d)
1 0.99996 -0.0082 0.0044 -2×10−6 -9×10−11 1.4 -0.996F 0.25
2 -0.17 -0.20 0.96 -0.0031 -2×10−7 0.81 -0.0016F 0.053
3 0.34 0.77 0.55 -0.020 -6×10−7 0.15 -0.0028F 0.021
4 -0.0038 -0.0093 -0.012 -0.9999 0.00045 0.019 -5×10−7F 0.0017
5 0.00013 0.00033 0.00043 0.034 0.9994 0.000062 -8×10−12F 0.063
Table 3 The best fit orbits of the planets of 55 Cancri as found by Dawson and Fabrycky (2010)Dawson & Fabrycky (2010),
their Table 7.
Planet M sin(i) (MJ ) a (AU) e $(o)
1 (e) 0.0261 0.01564 0.17 177
2 (b) 0.826 0.1148 0.014 146
3 (c) 0.171 0.2403 0.05 95
4 (f) 0.150 0.781 0.25 180
5 (d) 3.83 5.77 0.024 192
Table 4 Values pertaining to the eigenmodes of the 55 Cancri system using the orbits found in Table 3 above, Dawson and
Fabrycky’s (2010)Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) best fit scenario (c.f. Table 2).
Mode
Vmp
gm(o/yr)
E˙m
Em
EmPlanet
1 (e) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (f) 5 (d)
1 -0.053 0.20 -0.98 0.0033 3×10−7 0.81 -0.000098F 0.040
2 -0.999996 0.00069 0.0026 -0.000014 -1×10−9 0.62 -0.9998F 0.17
3 0.087 0.82 0.57 -0.024 -6×10−7 0.14 -0.00011F 0.022
4 -0.00095 -0.011 -0.013 -0.9998 0.00050 0.019 -2×10−8 0.25
5 0.000033 0.00040 0.00049 0.035 0.9994 0.000068 -4×10−13 0.024
Table 5 An alternative fit with e1=0 for the planets of 55 Cancri as found by Dawson and Fabrycky (2010)Dawson & Fabrycky
(2010), their Table 8.
Planet M sin(i) (MJ ) a (AU) e $(o)
1 (e) 0.0258 0.01564 0.0 0
2 (b) 0.825 0.1148 0.012 147
3 (c) 0.172 0.2402 0.06 99
4 (f) 0.150 0.781 0.13 180
5 (d) 3.83 5.77 0.029 189
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Table 6 Values pertaining to the eigenmodes of the 55 Cancri system using the orbits found in Table 5 above, Dawson and
Fabrycky’s (2010)Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) alternative fit with e1 = 0 (c.f. Table 2).
Mode
Vmp
gm(o/yr)
1
Em
dEm
dt
EmPlanet
1 (e) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (f) 5 (d)
1 0.060 -0.21 0.98 -0.0033 -3×10−7 0.77 -0.00013F 0.049
2 0.999996 -0.00059 -0.0028 0.000014 1×10−9 0.62 -0.9998F 0.0048
3 -0.083 -0.82 -0.57 0.024 6×10−7 0.13 -0.00010F 0.023
4 0.00091 0.011 0.013 0.9998 -0.00050 0.018 -2×10−8F 0.13
5 0.000032 0.00040 0.00049 0.035 0.9994 0.000065 -4×10−13F 0.029
Fig. 1 The behavior of the eccentricity of planet p according to the secular solution (Sect. 2). The contribution of each mode
to this planet is emp = EmVmp, and it rotates at a rate given by the corresponding eigenfrequency, gm. The phase δm and
the amplitudes of the modes Em are set by initial conditions.
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Fig. 2 The eccentricity vectors (k,h) for each of the planets of 55 Cancri shown as a vector sum of the contributions from
the five eigenmodes based on the Fischer et al. (2008)Fischer et al. (2008) orbit solution (Table 1). As plotted here, mode 1
starts from the origin, mode 2 starts from the end of mode 1, etc. The planets are colored from hotter to cooler colors in order
of increasing semi-major axis: red, orange, green, blue, and purple for planets 1−5, respectively. Planets 1, 2, and 5 are all
dominated by different eigenmodes. Remember that the contributions from a given eigenmode must be parallel or anti-parallel
(i.e., a 180 degree difference). Top left: the (k,h) plots for all planets combined for comparison on a common scale. Other
panels show the (k,h) plots for individual planets.
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Fig. 3 The eccentricity vectors (k,h) for the planets of 55 Cancri shown as a vector sum of the contributions from the five
eigenmodes based on the best fit orbit solution by Dawson and Fabrycky 2010 (Tables 3 and 4). The planets are colored from
hotter to cooler colors in order of increasing semi-major axis. Again, it is obvious that planets 1, 2, 4, and 5 are dominated by
different eigenmodes.
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Fig. 4 The eccentricity vectors (k,h) for the planets of 55 Cancri shown as a vector sum of the contributions from the five
eigenmodes based on the alternative fit with e1 = 0 by Dawson and Fabrycky 2010 (Tables 5 and 6). The planets are colored
from hotter to cooler colors in order of increasing semi-major axis. Planets 2, 4, and 5 are still fortuitously currently near
alignment. The overall qualitative character of the system has not changed from Table 4 and Figure 3 with the exception that
planet 1 now will not cycle to a very high eccentricity.
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Fig. 5 With the parameters and initial conditions of the hypothetical system investigated by Mardling (2007)Mardling (2007),
classical secular theory yields the behavior of the system illustrated here. The eccentricity e1 of the inner planet is given by
the vector sum in (h,k) space of components e11 from eigenmode 1 and e21 from eigenmode 2, with values shown. Similarly,
the eccentricity e2 of the outer planet is the sum of components e12 (always directed opposite e11) and e22 (aligned with e11).
As e11 circulates at the rate 0.026o/yr relative to the mode 2 components, $1 −$2 circulates through 360o. Later as mode 1
damps down (so e11 < e21), $1 −$2 librates. The behavior and evolution closely follows that derived by Mardling.
